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Diplomat appreciates Kuwait’s
support to Palestinian cause

Tahboub thanks Amir for supporting Palestinians’ drive to restore rights

KUWAIT: Palestine’s Ambassador to Kuwait Rami Tahboub speaks during the gathering. 
— Photos by Yasser Al-Zayyat A general view of the audience.

KUWAIT: Palestine’s Ambassador to Kuwait Rami
Tahboub said Tuesday the leaders and people of the
State of Kuwait maintain their supportive stance towards
the Palestinians’ struggle to regain their legitimate rights
in full . Tahboub expressed deep gratitude to His
Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah for his firm support to the Palestine cause and the
Palestinians’ drive to restore their right to establish an
independent state with Jerusalem as its capital. The
brotherly people of Kuwait, represented by the National

Assembly, have also supported the Palestine question
selflessly, he said during a gathering hosted at the
Palestinian Embassy in protest against US President
Donald Trump’s proposed peace plan, dubbed the ‘Deal
of the Century.’ The Palestinian diplomat cited as a mani-
festation of the supportive Arab stances the behavior of
Kuwait’s National Assembly Speaker Marzouq Ali Al-
Ghanem during the 30th extraordinary conference of the
Arab Inter-Parliamentary Union.

During the conference, held recently in Amman,

Jordan, chief Arab lawmakers vehemently rejected “the
so-called US plan for peace in the Middle East,” accord-
ing to the statement. “Similarly, the foreign ministers of
the sisterly Arab countries have expressed, during their
emergency meeting in Cairo last week, unanimous oppo-
sition to the US plan and any attempts to liquidate the
Palestine cause,” he pointed out. “The principled stand
of the Arab countries, as well as the stance adopted by
the foreign ministers of the member states of the
Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) during their

recent meeting in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, provide a firm
backing for the Palestinian’s future moves whether at the
UN Security Council.”

The Palestinian diplomat also commended the deci-
sion adopted by the African Union summit in Addis
Ababa yesterday to reject the US plan. He reiterated the
Palestinians’ resolve that peace would be unlikely with-
out the Palestinians’ regaining their legitimate rights
foremost among which is the right to the holy city of
Jerusalem as capital city of Palestine. —KUNA

KUWAIT: Palestine’s Ambassador to Kuwait Rami Tahboub yester-
day visited Kuwait Times where he met with Editor-in-Chief Abd
Al-Rahman Al-Alyan.— Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat

ICRC lauds Kuwait’s
humanitarian tasks

GENEVA: Kuwait’s Ambassador Jamal Al-Ghunaim (right) meets with ICRC
Diplomatic Advisor for the Near and Middle East Nicholas Hawton. — KUNA

GENEVA: The International Committee
of the Red Cross (ICRC) has lauded the
humanitarian role undertaken by Kuwait
in dealing with humanitarian crises in
the region and throughout the globe.
Nicholas Hawton, the ICRC Diplomatic
Advisor for the Near and Middle East,
praised the Kuwaiti humanitarian record
in remarks to the press as he emerged
from a meeting with the State of Kuwait
Permanent Representative at the UN
and International Organizations in
Geneva, Ambassador Jamal Al-Ghunaim.
Hawton admired the crucial Kuwaiti
humanitarian role in all regions through-
out the globe that have witnessed
humanitarian crises. Relations between
the ICRC and Kuwait have been
extremely distinctive and have been

evolving gradually, he said, adding that
his talks with the ambassador were
quite positive, addressing the humani-
tarian situation in the Middle East and
various other areas.

Meanwhile, the ambassador said that
during the meeting, Kuwait’s voluntary
financial contribution, worth $3 million,
was delivered, affirming that it was
intended to back up the international
agency global humanitarian tasks.
Kuwait and the ICRC hold annual dia-
logue to discuss relevant issues, he said,
also noting that Kuwait Fund for Arab
Economic Development has inked an
agreement to support some of the ICRC
humanitarian programs. Moreover, he
admired the ICRC role in dealing with
the issue of missing Kuwaitis. — KUNA


